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ABSTRACT

There is a definite need for a valid, noninvasive and inexpensive means of measuring
czudizc hemodynamics. Impedance cardiogtaphy (ICG) detetmines cardiac function
on the basis of conductivity changes, measured at body surface, which occur in
relation to the cardiac ryde. ICG is a simple and non-sttessfirl method, which has

nevertheless failed to achieve vride clinical acceptance despite its advaatages over
other methods. Measured data retnain controversial, leading somedmes to errots and
discowaging utilization of the approach. Models underlying the development of ICG
have been inaccurate and its theoretical basis is incomoletelv understood.

The pulpose of this present work was to investigate and develop ICG measutement
configr.rrations vith application of lead field theory and computer modeling. The
measurement properties of conventional ICG were studied and frrndamental
shortcomings in its methods emerged. ICG was shown not to be specifically sensitive

to detect conductivity changes in the regions assumed to be the source of ICG, and

reported modified measrrement configr.rrations ate subject to additional errors.

Means were devised to develop altemative, regionally more sensitive ICG
configurations. New configr.tations were derived based on the 1.2-lead

electrocardiogaphy (E,CG) electrode system, which allows clinical utilization
simultaneous with toutine ECG acquisition. More than 65 000 configurations were
analyzed with the lead field approach and tlree different computet models of the

human thorax. As compared to results with conventional ICG, cleady mote selective

measurements of the structrues of the cardiovasculat system wete obtained. To
derive reliable information based on an ICG method, a numbet of measutements

should be taken u'ith electrode confgurations possessing regional sensitivity. To this
end it was sought to develop a ftont-end unit for bio-impedance (BD instrumentation
to increase the correspondence between the simulations and physiological
measrrements and to make possible clinical experimentation with a number of
regronally sensidve configuations.

Several configurations were preliminarily tested on healthy vohrnteers and patients
undergoing valve rqrlacement. Parameters derived ftom the measrrements exhibited
significant correlatiofl with the simulation data. Valurlar disease was distinguished
within the study population and recorded 1.2-lead ICG signals evinced waveforms
and landmarks different ftom those of conventional ICG. Cetain confisurations
shov,ing resemblance to invasive data were noted.

Although the lead field theory pet se is old, its application in the developmeflt of ICG
as presented in this shrdy is unique. Computerized volume conductor modeling by
the lead field theoretical apptoach proved to be a powerfirl method n aaaJyzng anå
developing ICG to overcome existing limitations. The encouraging tesults suggest

that reliable ICG measuremefits ptoducing mote direct physiological data can be

obtained.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease is the major cause of death on a worldwide scale69 and a

variety of methods are avzlTabLe for the clinical evaluation of suspected sufferets.
To artive at presumptive diagtrostic hJpotheses, physical examination is often
followed by the application of '[.Z-lead electrocatdiog^phy @CG); no other
investigative technique has gained such widespread and sustained acceptancel69. As
the prime firnction of the heart is to maintain adequate blood flow by tuming
chemical energy into mechanical work199, it is impotant to beat in mind that the
ECG is art electical measurement and does not directly teflect the mechanical

pwnping firnction of the heart. Cardiac function and performance, including
carÅiac ouq)ut (CO), can be impaired by a number of cardiac patholog'ies not
originating nor reflected in electrochemical function. Of the vatious circulatory
quantities CO and sttoke volume (SV] have come to constitute the core patameters
in assessing catdiac performance, although they are dependent on other factors

such as pre- and afterload and myocardial contractilityl6.

The most *id.ly used CO measuremeflt techniques ate the direct Fick oxygen and

the indicator-dilution methods50, which ate invasive and expensive, and may

involve an increased risk of death2a, 184. Moreover, these methods require a special
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cdtical cafe envfuonment and are usually applied late in the course of illness,

whereas simple nofl-invasive monitoring, if available, can in fact be applied in the

initial stages of clinical investigation, as is the case with 1'2-leaå ECG. Of the non-
invasive techniques available, tfuee-dimensional (3-D) ultrasound i-"Stg is rapidly

developing and is likely to be adopted as a clinical tool35, though it remains cosdy

and operatot-dependent, which must testrict latge-scale uti7izafjlong2. Another
attractive technique is based on measufement of impedance valiations on the body
surface, producing either anatomical images in electrical impedance tomography
(EIT) or a signal reflecting cardiophysiological function in impedance cardiography

(rcc).

An ideal method of assessing information on the cardiovascular system should be

noninvasive, simple, atta:utrraldLc, inexpensive, reliable and also applicable in long-

term surveillance outside the catdiac monitoring laboratory. Most of the propetUes

of ICG reflder it superi.or to other methods, the prominent exception being its

limited reliability, which has hampered its acceptance as a clinical method. Most
research on ICG has focused on compadson studies with reference CO methods,

producing *id.ly scattered results with impedance-dedved CO. It has nonetheless

been shown that in certain settings ICG can provide usefirl information on the

circulatory system. W.hat is lacking for its mote widespread acceptance is thus that it
be capable of producing quantitative and reliable measurement.

The original ICG developed in the 1960s by Patterson et a/.145 andKubtcek et al.e8

was based on a simple elecuical analogy from the thorax, with the assumption that
the recorded impedance variations measured on the surface of the thorax ate

essentially derived ftom blood flow-telated changes in the pulmonary vasculat bed

and arteries resulting from the pumping action of the heartS9. Although much wotk
has been done to date, the development of ICG is still principally based on this

same ideology introduced decades ago, relying strongly on an emPirical approach.

Sevetal investigatots have made modifications to the CO equation or the electrode

montage, yet no method has as yet yielded teliable results. Continuing from the

original development of ICG, use of ovet-simplified models has limited and

confined imptovement in the technique because of the gap between the model and

the anatomy and physiology of the system investigated. The tefinements frequendy

presented in the literature would flot seem to constitute significant steps towards

valid and stable ICG method.

Procedures and outcomes in validating and developing iCG reflect a need for well-
defined theoretical examinations of ICG methods. Computer models designed to
calculate the current flow in the thorax have been used mote fecendy in examining

the ICG measurement configurations, producing supponing data for the

anticipated conception of the complexity of the signal origin. Nevertheless no

theoretical definition of ICG measurement sensitivity distribution has thus far been

provided. With numerical computer models the anatomy can be accurately

appraised, which should not only make for a better understanding of the ptoperties
of existing ICG methods, but facilitate the development of new ICG and other bio-
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impedance @t) methods based more ofl theoretical grounds. A theotetical

foundation exists for analysis of the measrrement sensitivity distribution of ICG
based on the lead freld theory introduced n 1953 fot bio-electric (i.e. ECG)
analysisll5-1tl and later in the 'l.970sat fot BI measurements. BI measurement

sensitivity reflects how conductivity changes throughout the volume affect the

measured BI data. The application of lead freld theory in ICG has not evolved to its

potential; only initial studies with analltical models have hitherto been conducted to
estimate the measurement sensitivity distribution in rylindrically shaped objects

with uniform conductivityl52. Prior to the present studies the lead freld theory has

not been u'ilized in developing ICG measuemeflt configurations.

This work presents an investigation of the measuremeflt properties of existing ICG
methods and the possibilities of developing new ICG measutement configurations

based on computerized application of the lead field theory in realistically shaped

volume conductors. It is hoped that the tesults may extend our undetstanding of
ICG and promote the development of applications based on impedance technique.

The ultjmate aim in this line of ICG development is a method which can 6s ut'ilized
in combination with l2-lead ECG as a part of Nr e Åy-stage toutine assessment of
the heart. Regionally more specific and reliable information ofl the status of the

cardiovascular system would thereby be made available vithout markedly incteasing

costs or changing the clinical setting.

L.1 Obiectives of tJre Study

As indicated above, there is litde theoretical knowledge as to the ovetall

measrrement properties of ICG. The purpose here was to utilize the lead freld

theoretical approach in investigating the information content of existing ICG
measurement configuatiofls, and in examining possibiJities of recording ICG
wifiin the clinical setting of the 12-lead ECG. The objectives of the study can thus
be formulated as follows:

to develop computerized tools for simulating and anilyzine the sensitivity

distribution of ICG measuremeflt configurations with the lead freld theoretical

apptoach
to construct anatomically detailed models applicable in computet modeling
to investigate the sensitivity distributions of the existing ICG measurement
configurations
to investigate the lead field theoretical apptoach in developing BI electrode
configuations assessing desired measurement properties
to devise an instrumentation design to meet the requirements imposed by the

theoretical aspects of multiple, regionally sensitive BI measurements

to investigate theoretically and experimentally the measurement properties of
ICG utilizing the 1.2-lead ECG electrode system.

5.

2.

-).
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L.2 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis compr{ses six chapters. After this introductory chapter (Chaptet 1),

which has established the scope and purpose of the study, the paper proceeds as

follows. Chapter 2 gives an ovewiew of the history and present status of ICG. The
research gap is to be discerned in the empirical approaches and the lack of
application of lead field method in ICG. Chaptets 3 and 4 bdefly describe the
methods and results of the work teported in gteatet detail in the publications. The
discussion in Chapter 5 gathers the implications of these investigations and the last
chapter (Chaptet 6) presents a condensed summary and conclusion.



f- 1 .'lLnaDtef zI

LITE,RATURE,
TE,CHNIQUE,

RE,VIE,W OF' BIO-IMPE,DANCE,
IN CARDIOLOGY

2.1 Introduction
The concept of electrical impedance is as such a simple and scientifically
unproblematic matter. Howevet, when the notion of it is transferred to the
biological tissues in the human body and to applications seeking to quantify
physiological function from measured BI data, the investigator moves 'tnto an area

complex and incompletely understood.

This Chapter comprises a re'n'iew of the theory, models and applications related to
non-invasive BI measurements in cardiology. First, the central concepts of electr-ical

impedance and the biological correspondence of Iiving tissues, BI, are presented. A
knowledge of the electrical characteristics of tissues is required in conceiving
measured dzta andin modeling the human body as a volume conductor. The basic

derivation of impedance plethysmography (IPG) and related equations applied are

then presented. These have provided the basis for the development of ICG, with
various adjustments which ate also reviewed. BI may reflect avarteq of phenomena
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and applications othet than cardiac measrrements of ICG are briefly presented.
Finally, after a review of the conventional approach to ICG, the theoretical
concepts of lead vector, lead field and reciprocity theorem are intoduced with a

view to assessing the measuremellt properties of BI methods. Reported freld
theoretical model studies ate also reviewed in this section.

The studies set out in the list of references ate conceived as an overview of the
course of development during the last four decades. Systematic teviews of BI
techniques and applications have been published eg. by Nyboerl2e, Geddes and
Baker43, Mc>hapatra122, Lamberts et a/.1t)B and Penneyl51. A more comprehensive
overview is ptesented in a volume of Critical Revie\trirNr in Biomedical Engineering
1996166,"tel,1es.

2.2 Imlpedance

2. 2. 1 E le ctrica.l Impedance

Accotding to Ohm's law, the cuffent flowing through a conductor is proportional
to the voltage acoss it. The property of a conductor to transfer charges can be
chancteÅzed by its resistance (R), which is determined by the resistivity (p) 

""d
geometric configrrations of the conductor. The resistance for a cylindrical object of
resistivity p is a function of the cross-sectionaf arca ( A ) and length ( I ):

Resistance is entfuely ftequency-independent. However, if a conductor has either
capacitive or inductive properties, the voltage drop across it also depends on the
ftequenry of the cuffent flowing through it. This frequenry-dependent voltage-
current relationship is called impedance (Z), which has real and imaginary parts
and can be wr{tten as

o= e+

z( io\ -v(j@)
I (ia)

whete a) is the angular frequency.

(1)

a)

2.2.2 Bio-Imped.a.nce: frrpedance of liaing Tissue

Biological tissues consist of an agregation of cells of differing sizes and shapes

which ate bound together. Cells are surrounded by tissue fluids containing salts in
which ions are dissociated, providing pathways for the electd.cal cuffeflt flow.lee.

The quantities of these charge carriers in tissues are low compared to materials
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classified as conductots, which means that tissues are relatively poor conductors. If
a low-fiequency cuffent passes through a tissue specimen, the crttent flows mainly

through the extra-cellular space by teason of the cell membtane capacitance3l . At
higher frequencies cuffent flows through both extta- and intra-cellulat spaces,

resulting in lower impedance. Impedance is thus affected mainly by the resistivity
and volume of each cellular fluid, and by the geomeuical shapes of the cells

forming the tissue. Over the frequenry tange generally used in BI measutements

across the body (10-100 kHz) the net reactance component has been found to be

less than 10 o/o90, 108, 113, 122' "134. For this reason, in some genetal sense, the
impedance of biological materials can be understood as a form of pure resistance

which applies at a gqven frequency. Consequently, in many BI applications the
magnitude of the impedance is measured and not the resistive and reacdve

components separately, although the teactive component carties additional
information and is taken into consideration in certain applications such as

multiftequency EIT15 and impedance spectroscopy2, 1es.

Resistiuities of biological tissues are given in many publications8'9,34,38, 4"1,42,44'"168, 1'72,

but the data are inconsistent. Obvious reasons for the divergence include measuring
conditions such as frequenry, current density, electrode configuration, temperatute,

and interindividual differences in tissue state and history+s. In the human body,
blood and other fluids can be regarded as good conductors, whereas bone, fat and

h:ngs are poor conductors.

Anisotmpic reisiuiryt is a characteristic property of biological dssues, especially the
muscles. Flere, the shape and orientation of the cells is such that the dits6derr ef
the current flowing through the tissue is of significance. Cells are long and aligned

along an axis, causing the resistivity determined by the cuffent flow transvetse to
the axis to be highet than that determined when the flovz is along the axis. In
cudi^c muscle, the ratio of these resistivities is approximately 1.:2 and in skeletal

muscle 1:7, but the literatr.rre reports gearJy varying values34, 38' 42, 168, 172' 176' 219 . In
addition to anisotropy, the cardiac muscle fibers are oriented spirally, which further
increases the complexity of the determination of heart resistivity.

Blood is of special interest as a vital fluid composed of cells with high resistivity and
well conducting plasma. More than 99 oh of the cells in plasma are erythrocytes,
which have the shape of a biconcave disk199. The orientation and deformation of
the erythrocytes is influenced by the viscous fotces in flowing blood, resulting in a

shear-rate-dependent resistivityl08' 129' 117' 200. Jf blood is flowing in a tube, the
alignment of erythrocytes along the tube axis provides an increase in unobstructed
cross-sectional area, thereby effectively lowering the tesistance of the blood in a

direction along the tube. The maximum reduction of resistivity in rigtd tubes has

been fonnd to be 20 o/o as compated to stationary blood, whereas the increase in a

direction peqpendicular to the flow axis approaches 10 %0200. Studies in uiuo have
shown resistivity decreases from 15 to 50 0/0163. In accelerating flow blood
resistivity iristaritaneously follows the velocity change, wheteas decreasing flow
incuts a relaxation phenomenon. If the pulse frequenry is more than70/mn, rhe
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time is not lofig enough for erythrocytes to reach total tandom orientation againl0u.

Hence blood entails nonlinear flow-related anisotrooic resistiviw.

2.3 D.[onitoring ttre Cardiovasculaf, System by Impedance
Cardiograptry

Measurement of body impedance has been a prz'cd'ce fot at least a century. In 1897
Steward made experimental measuremeflts of body impedance and bloodstream by
means of saline injectionsl2e. In 1937 Mann described the relationship between
impedance and volume changes in the body. Nyboer et a/. and Bonjer et al. tn the
1940s measured impedance pulsations from various parts of the body reflecting
blood flow1a' 1'29 131 .Independendy of each other, both developed an equation to
evaluate the relationship between volume and impedance changelO8, and Nyboer
and colleagues named the method inpedance plethlsnlgraphJ GPG) IPG is defined as

the measurement of physiologic volume changes via measurement of electric
impedancea. In the following the development from IPG to diversified ICG is

tecounted.

2. 3. 1 Basic Principle: Impedance Pletbysmograpby

In BI measrrement rwo circuits are most often used through two different
electrode pairs, one for curtent excitation and one for voltage measurement,
forming a tettapolat measurement v/ith a diminished conttibution ftom the
it*rrs.liate vicinity of the electrodes. In bipolat measuremeflt, where the same

electrodes are used for both current und ,roltage circuits, the skin-electrode contacts
and changes in them are direcdy reflected in the measurement. A high-frequency
low-ampiitude excitation cuffent is applied through cuffent electrodes, which are

often of circumferential band type. The strength of the current is no more than a

few milliamperes and the frequency normally ranges from 10 to 100 kFIz. Such
suffent is safe for the patient in that it is not sufficient to stimulate nerve or muscle
tissues, including the heart43. The effect of polaÅzatton in dssues is negligible and
the teactive component is small. The resulting waveform is sensed by voltage pick-
up electrodes placed between the cuttent electrodes. IPG was origrnally applied in
the limbs, and a relatively simple model was used to relate the measured impedance
waveform M to blood volume changes. The following basic concept of fPG,
app$ng simple volume conductor models, forms the rationale for various ICG
methods.

Assuming that the current frequency is constant, the Z obtuned by Eq. 1 is a
function of the cross-sectional arca (A ) and length (/ ) between the voltage pick-up
electrodes applied on the volume conductor. In terms of segmental uolune (u), Z ot
alternatively R is given by
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n= pL= pL (3)
Av

where I is the voltage pick-up elecftode sepatation. The resulting Z can vaq, if v

or the dimensions change or if the p of the volume conductor changes.
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Figurv /. Para/lel ntistance nodel fo Nlboer.

Nyboer122' 12e assumed that the pulsatile flow of blood could be modeled as the

resistance of the blood pulse, Rr, in parallel with the steady basal value of
tesistance, &, of the surrounding tissue. Fig. 1 depicts this setup for a patallel

resistance model. Overall resistance, R, , is given by

R- = Ro&
" An+&

(4)

The resistance change ÅR due to the addition of blood volume Åv is derived from
Eq.3 as follows:

-Ro = pr(',-'")--pt2Lv =-p':o, (5)

[ ,or, ) ,or, v'

where vo is the odginal volume of the object and v, the volume after the addition

of blood, vhich fot small changes in v is ro=vr. Substituting Eq. 3 and

rearran$ng, Nyboer's formula is obtained from Eq. 5:
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AR =-ft2 
3Y- 

<+pt' n=-mPtl
R'

(6)

This equation describes the relationship between the volume of a blood pulse and
the related resistance changeI29. The inhetent assumptions are that measurement
sensitivity and length are uniform in the parallel rylinder, and that no outflow of
blood occurs in the measured reg'ion during the systole. The model constitutes an

oversimplified view of any physiological system. To compensate for the outflow of
blood during the systole, Nyboer defined AA by backwatd-extrapolating the part
of the systolic waveform-related to outflow back to the beginning of the ejection.

IPG has several applications, eg in peripheral vascular studies122, but the most
important and most widely used is determination of the CO derived on a beat-by-
beat basis. the ICG.

2.3.2 Various ICG Metbod.s

Since the functioning of the heart is obviously the generatot of measurable cyclic
impedance variation, many investigatots have sought to evolve methods for CO
derived ftom this pedodic signal. In this section developments and models
odginating fiom Eq. 1 - 6 for SV and CO calculation by ICG are reviewed.
Derivation of indices ftom the ICG waveform together with clinical experiments
and validation are also brieflv oresented.

Kabicek's Method

Kubicek's ICG method, introduced in the 1960s, was the fust available

commercially and is still the impedance technique most widely used in estimating
CO. It was originally described by Patterson et a/."t42, 14s and later tefined by
Kubicek sy a/.()8, 1.00."144

In Kubicek's method band electrodes are placed around the ends of the thorax for
tettapolat measurement as shown rr Ftg. 2.Heatt sounds (phonocardiograq PCG)
and ECG ate measured simultaneously for timing of the events 'tnZwavefotm.

Figwe 2. Tetrapolar inpedance meafi/rement using band elutmdts.

constant
current
generatol
100 kHz

xiphistcrnal joint'
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The onginal development assumed that the system monitors right ventriculat
output by detecting impedance changes in the lungs. Eq. 6 and the associated

panllel column model were adopted fot the calculation of SV with the newly
dehned ÅR, which was replaced by the product of the maximum negative rate of
the frst time derivative of the systolic LZ waveform and the ventricular ejection
time. The SV formula thus took the fotm

VET
mu

whete

( az\
=

ldt )^
VET

CO is calculated by multiplying SV by heart rate (FIR). The notmal range

considered for Zoin adults is within 25 t7 C2, and the change in impedance during

the cardiac cycle is approximately 1Yo of this value. (An example ICG waveform
obtained by a similar measrrement system is given rn F€. 6 of this Chapter.)

S ram e k-B ernstein' s Me th o d

Sramek187 considered siight variations n Zl of Eq. 7 to cause substantial ertors in

SV estimation and suggested replacing the pl'I Zl lml / Al vith the volume of the

tissue thtough which the current flows (electrically participating volume - \rEPt
divided by Z,.\'EPT was defined by a truncated cone model, which is a more

accurate presentation of the thoracic 
^n^tomy 

than the onginal rylindrical model.

Bemsteinl0 refined VEPT to the present form with correction factors accotdinq to
bodv habitus:

6 rc17 H\3
VE PT = ---------------:-

4.25

pl2 ( dz4.. 
- ' IÄv --l 

-z( \dt
(7)

Åv=
p=
l*L_

Zo=

ventricular SV
electrical resistivity of blood at 100 kFIz

mean distance between the two inner electrodes

basal impedance

maximum of the ftst time derivative of inverted systolic AZ

weight-dependent correction factor
heisht.

(8)

where

6
H

1.1.
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Eq. 8 thus diffets ftom Eq. 7 also in that the blood p is mathematically eliminated

and the sensing electrode distance is estimated from body height, which is also
cubed.

Band electrodes wete replaced by more convenient ECG spot electtodes. The
electrode positions in the odginal Stamek and Sramek-Bernstein methods ate
shown rn Fg. 3.

I current injcctirn
ff current postcrior

S loltaqc scnsint
i-) \'oltxgc postcrior

Figurv 3. Repkcenent of band electroda b1 ECG spot elertrofu confgurationt: a) Sranek and b) Sranek-
Bernstein. Spot electroda are placed at the same leuels as the band electmdes.

Tishchenco't Method

In the 1970s Tishchenco and colleagues developed anotller ICG method called
integtal rheogtaphy or whole-body ICG (ICGig)1e3. Their method diffets from
thoracic ICG methods in its placement of electtodes, a lower excitation cuffent
frequenry (30 kFIz) and the SV equation.

In Tishchencors method two electrodes w'ith large contact areas are applied to the
wrists and ankles of the subject (as illustrated rrr F€. 4 a) and used in bipolar
measurement. The basis of the ICGur SV equation is again Eq. 6, but AR is now
replaced by a time interyal factor CID analogous to ballistocardiography multiplied
by LZ^ 108. C is the duration of the cardiac cycle and D the duration from
maximum impedance deflection to the onset of the next cycle. An empirical
corection factot inversely related to Zo was added to improve the correlation

between ICGur and a reference method192. The SV formula now took the form:

sv = Kl'M^* czoD

@ef* *il: ;-1., f
a*;

OO

I

I
0.i; f *Ö.#f {r'.

1

I

"::: ':

a)

(e)

where

M^
I

heght of the maximum (inverted) impedance deflection

height

't2
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Empirical cotrection factor diffetent fot males and females,

including the Zo-dependent deviation from the teference

SV, measuring electode distance from body height, blood p,

and an additional calibratj.on factor for the LZ^ .

The measnred volume is latge, the whole body, tesulting in a highet Zo of a few

hundred Ohms with impedance variations of about 0.1. o lfl Zo.

Unlike thotacic ICG methods, ICGi513 has not attracted notable interest even in
research circles. Recendy Kööbi and cowotkets modified the bipolar measurement
configutation to a tetapolat ECG spot electrode configuration (see Fig. 4 b) and
published supporting clinical data obtained using tefined correction factorse3-e5.

K

ffi,

fl]rf, l)
\J LJ

ffi
i

.. 1

.:

ll'-..-._dl\_7 \J
@ brprl^, -.".urement

'I'ctrapolar:

I current injcctiol
O roltage scnsing

t:jl.--.:*.-*--<)a--{

H
H

.r) Lr

Figarc 4. Ekctmde pkcerzent in ICG,,.,. a) ConuentionalTishchenco bipokr whole-bod1 confgtration and

b) ntrapolar tpot elutmde confguration proposed b1 Kt;Abi et a/.91-9;

Other SV Eqaationt

Many investigators have been concemed to develop formulas fot SV dedved from
the pedodic LZ stgnaL Fot the theoretical basis of SV dedvation, modeling of the
human body and its cardiac physiology as a volume conductot is a matter of
complexity, and the approaches in developing ICG have often been entirely
empirical. Modem signal ptocessing theories, d.g. the neural networks, however,
allow analysis of data without strong hypothetical ot simplif ing assumptionsTr.

Hete two contr'ibutions have ut'il'ized neural netu/otks with a combination of
var{ous input parameters employed in SV equationsl(11' 12s. Matkedly imptoved
corelations with reference methods have been preliminarily reported in these

studies.

IJ
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As a ftst approximation in developing ICG in the 60s, Kinnen et a/.88 ased a simple
SV formula adopted from Nyboet's studies; SV = AZAI / Zo, where LZ ts the
height of the maximum impedance deflection. Granerus and Elga9 compared
Kubicek's fotmula with five blood resistivitv values and this simole LZ formtia
wrtli dye dilution 1fl 1,2 patients with systemic hypertension-. No statistical
diffetences between the formulas were found, although ejection time and blood p
were not included in calculation with the simple LZ formttla.

Other methods have been ptoposed in addition to the Kubicek dZ ldt ^ 
xygT and

Tischenko C/D factor to determine ÅZ for Eq. 6. Because outflow occurs
simultaneously with inflow, the height of AZ represents both phenomena. Kinnen
obtained M by a double slope extrapolation technique taking into account both
inflow and outflow of blood by forward and backward extrapolation from the
ascending and descending parts of the impedance curve during the ejection
pedod87. Using additionally discrirninant analysis with eight impedance/patient
parameters to classiSi subjects into gtoups with known deviations from the
invasively measrred SV, a significantly improved corelation was obtained in 67
diverse heart patients without cardi^c shunts. Slope extapolation reflects the rise
and fall times of the systolic AZ waveform. vzhich have been found greatly to
affect SV estimation2T, 68' 216. Mapleson and coworkers developed an equation by
multiple tegtession stilizing in addition the area under the systolic dZldt wave,yet
no improvement was achieved with the technique in another study populaiofll,22.
The maximum dzldt peak has been found to be a firnction of Zo in
measrrements on 170 individuals, and it has been suggested that this dependence
should be included in SV estimation. To eliminate possible erroneous effects of this
telation of Zo in SV calculation, the use of portion

fdZldt^ - (0.0993x20-0.9033)], where the latter present the relation berween

maximum derivative value and Zo, have been proposed3O' 31 instead of plain
dZ I dt ^ . No clinical evaluations of this equation have been reported.

Nonlineat SV equations have been presented based on combined cylinder and
truncated cone geometry and the dilation of the aotta720, 121. Equations derived
include the square root of impedance parameters LZ or dZldt^ and Zo,
reducing their effect on SV calculation. Inclusion of a numbet of correction factors
resulted in an improved correlation ovet the Kubicek and Sramek-Bemstein
methods in a limited study population.

Zaiic and Fejfa{zt used a bipolat measrrement techflique with electrodes at the
neck and lower thighs and found good corelation vzith the Fick technique in a

range of subjects. They applied a modification of Nyboer's Eq. 6 and Åft defined
vdth an empirical factor composed of ideal height of AR waveform obtained with
afl ate bounded by the measurement, and an angle of the maximum slope
deflection.

1^
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The relative importance of each variable diffets from one equation to ariother,
which should have a marked impact on results obtained. Compar{son of these

studies in a clinical cofltext is not feasible, sirice the number of study populations is

in effect small, and no repetitive studies have been published on the majority of
altemative equations proposed. The signifrcance of etrots in the undedying theory
and measured panmetets are thus reflected differendy in various SV formulas. In
calculating the CO, ejection time and heart tate ate markedly mote significant
contdbutors to the final valuelsa, yet not even these factors systematically change

with Colee, which imposes additional difficulty for ICG.

O t h er E le ctrode C o nfgurati on s

Nyboer129 and Bonjerla were already measuräg M waveforns over the chest with
a number of electrode locations in an attempt to obtain ventriculat volume curves.

Nyboer stated that the tecotded data showed charactetistics consistent with lung
aftial, ventricular and great vessel pulses, depending on the recording site, only it
was not possible to obtain similar datatn each subject. He concluded that selection
of the lead temains a real challenge in measuring blood flow from the thorax.
Kinnen et a/.89 expenmented with avaÅety of electrode configurations and obtained
an increasing systolic signal in the immediate vicinity of the heart, when in other
locations the signal was always decreasing.

The well-estabiished band electrode method has more recendy come to be replaced
by various spot or strip electrode configurations in the effort to improve patient
comfort and the practtczhry of the method without significantly changing the signal

cofltent. Apart from the Sramek-Bernstein configuration Fig. 3 b), these alternative
configurations have neither been widely adopted nor evaluated. Fb. 5 shows sevetal

configurations teported in the literature.

Woltjet and coworkers2l2' 213 used up to 16 anter{ody placed spot electrodes (Fig. 5

a) to reproduce the conventional band signal. They suggested replacing the uppet
cuffent band with a spot electrode on the forehead, the lower band with fout spots,

and each voltage band electrode with two lateral spots at the same level to produce
comparable results. Wang and gaoop2o8'209 used semi-bands for current injection
and spots for voltage measurement Fg 5 b) to achieve more homogeneous cutrent
injection with adequate electtode distances. Forehead spot electrode curtent
injection and half-band replacement of the othet electtodes has also been

proposed33, 211. Penney and colleaguesls3 developed a more simple four electrode
configuration Fg. 5 c), nevertheless generating marked deviations ftom the
conventional signal. Posterior cuffent injection with antetior voltage measurement
has also been proposed after evaluation of sevetal alternative placements for
improved signal to motion ratio (Fig. 5 d)t6t, although CO values ob1^in.d with this
configuration diffeted signifrcandy from the conventional band arrangementl83' 218.

15
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Figure 5. Vaioas electrofu confgarations for ICG @orted in the literature. (C 
- 

a.urent injution

electrode, U 
-uoltagt 

neasurement e/utmde).

Expedments with band108, 122 or stdp electrodeslaT placed at various levels on the

thorax surface have shown that most of the dZldt srgnal odgrinates over the
stemum, yet regionally placed electtodes have failed to reptoduce the conventional
band electode-derived CO in various conditionsl4l' 11u. Using conventional band
cuffeflt injection and 30 spot electrodes on the thorax and abdomen, surface

mapping of the impedance signal has been accomplishedl35 with similar results

showing the insignif,cant abdominal tegion contrjbution to the LZ stgnal.

Differential ICG measured from 5 additional band electrodeslls on the sternum has

been proposed to overcome limitations of the simple model underlying the ICG by
reducing the impact of the volume of largely inhomogeneous regions in the neck
and shoulders. The non-linear{ty caused by the thorax-neck tegion was recendy re-
manifested in a thesis by Raaijmakersl('3. Another differential ICG method uses

conventional band current electrodes but with the two latetal voltage band
electrodes producing left and nght thoracic signals221. Subtracting the laterally
measured dzldt stgnils has been claimed to magnify the central blood flow
component.

Experimental electrode configuration designs intended to emphasize the
contribution from the heart have been teported. Maintaining the conventional band
cuffent injection but placing two spot electrodes at diffetent locations, a close

corelation with resuits of invasive methods on some of the tested configurations
has been found using the conventional SV equation3'26 in dogs, but cortesponding
experiments in humans are lacking. Patterson and Wang reported signals

resembling ventricular volume obtained with a four-spot electrode configuration
placed exper{mentally over the heart regionl'l0. The timing of the start of the
ventriculat deflection was somewhat delayed, which was suspected to be caused by
movemerit of the heatt. Fuse and colleagues4" used a single current rnjection and

measured potentials by six-channel amplifier at various locations similar to the 12-
lead ECG chest electrodes close to the heart. and concluded that regional
information was obtained.
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Kunishige and colleagueslO2 presented a method whete they tecorded impedance
signals simultaneously horizontally and vertically, claiming these to reflect ascending

aortz and pulmonaty artery. Another groupT0 included a third direction and named
the method vector impedance cardiogtaphy [/ICG). Flere a current is injected in
one direction at the time when voltage is detected in all three dfuections

simultaneously. VICG in normal subjects revealed that most of the points in the

VICG waveform did not coincide with those of the conventional impedance
cardiogtam and the shape of the waveform was matkedly affected in patients
having significant alterations in the pulmonary circulationl5(1. No further studies

utilizing y16G have been tepotted.

For the purpose of measuring ventilation several experiments have been reported,

since the source of the signal is mote cleatly retrieved and ventilation can be easily

controlledl8' 43. 83, 84' 132' 210. The point here lies in empirically increasing the

sensitivity of the measurement to ventilation over the cardiac compoflent.

ICG lWaueform, Deriued Indices and Phlsiological Correlates

A typical thoracic ICG waveform obtained with band electrodes is illusftated m Fg.
6, along with its first time der{vative signal, ECG and PCG. Sevetal events are

characteristic, the SV estimation of which requires determination of three points to
obtain dZ/dt^^ and VET. To investigate the origin of and the relation between

physiological firnction and dZ I dt, frumetous measurements and experiments have

been undertaken in healthy volunteers, patients and animals. The dZldt waveform
is labeled according to Lababidi et a/.106, who studied the timing of the dZ ldt stgnoJ

to correlate it with events in the cardiac cycle. The A wave corresponds to the atrial

systoleTs' 188, the B point deflects the beginning of the first heart sound at the apex,

teflecting the opening of the aortic valvel{)0. f lsflsgts the ventriculat systole, X
occlrrs at the aortic valve closure,Y at the pulmonic valve closr.te, O at the mitral
opening, and Z at the maximal vibration in the third heatt sound, which is assumed

to be related to the rapid filling of the left ventricle106. The O wave, when
prominent, has been shown to indicate cardiac failure ot val'r,rrlat incompetence2g'
59,74,136' 137' 1110. However, the fact that not all characteÅstic points are detectable or
present in every subject, whether in health or in disease26. 19' 197, weakens the

reliability of the technique.

11
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Fzgure 6. Tlpical AZ and dZ/ dt wauefonzs nbtaifted with fon band electrofus along uith ECG and

PCG. Point: in the dZ/dt arc marked accordingto l--ababidy'05. Detmnination nethodsfor
dZf dt,,", and otherparanetefi uary in the Jiterature. Note that at conuentionalfi plotted, rpward
dflection indicatet deman in inpedance.

Several indices other tlan SV for estimating heart frrnction and state have been
proposed. It has been shown that the maximum decrease n dZldt correlates
Iineatly at the peak value of left ventricle ejection velocity, reflecting the speed and
force of caråiac contractiongT' 99, although in other studies correlations have varied
gteatlf , assuming even negative values in health17O and in disease6. Classical time
intervals are well established parameters which can often be predicted fuom dZldt
and combined with impedance parameters such as timing and height of the C wave
to reflect c rdiac muscle fi.nction22, 108, 123' 170'201. The ejection fraction @,D it
direcdy related to the systolic time ratio (ST\ defrned as pre-ejection per{od
(?EP)/L\aET) and is claimed to allow quantification of ventticulat performance in
the absence of valvular disease122. Mohapatra reviews numerous studies where
pa-tameters dedved ftom dZldt ate well correlated with various hemodynamic and
subject parametersl22. It is somewhat intrigumg that good correlations of an

impedance panmeter (eg. dz/dt^*) with several factors have been obtained

without sufficient knowledge and certainty of the contributing phenomena.

Since the introduction of cardiac impedance applications, researchers have
attempted to pinpoint the soutces rcsponsible for these charactedstics of
impedance changes. A major problem in cardiac impedance measrremefits is the
inability to relate and specify acc.xately the measured impedance waveforms to the
actual mechanical activity of the heart. Extensive reviews cove-ring a range of
experimental manipulations devised to investigate the source of the ICG waveform
have been published by Nyboerl2e, Geddes and Baker43, Mohapatral22,Lamberts et

a/.108, and Penneylsl. One major issue to gain interest here is the contribution fron
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the systemic versus pulmonary circulation and the dfuect conuibution ftom the
vefltricles. The repotted results vary, some suggesting important contributions ftom
the systemicl4' 29' 82' 1(x), sofle from the pulmonary circulations9, 145' 2t)7. Based on
tesearch conducted, it would 

^pper 
that ventricies do not contribute significandy

to the conventional ICG waveform, and both systemic and pulmonary circulation
ate usually presented almost equally in the ICG waveform43, 15'1()7'146.151' 170.

Cliniml Validation

The evaluation of ICG methods has been based on studies of correlation with
other accepted CO methods, since ICG is empirical in nature. In tecent years,

criticism has also been raised as to the reliability and accrracy of various reference
methods, since no ideal CO method exists. A wide range of modifications of the
ICG have resulted in a diversified methodology: VET - taken from the left ot right
ventr{cle and how determined; band or spot electrode configuration and the
distances between the cuffent and voltage electrodes; recording protoco!
instrumentation bandwidth60; current frequency43; signal processingl26; location of
the point to measure dZ /dt^* value; constant or measured blood tesistivity and the

resistivity equation; distance between the measuring electrodes - mean, maximum
or minimum distance or scaled ftom the subject's hedht; extrapolation procedure;
HR range dudng measuremeots - erythrocyte disorientation time long, affecting the
dZ/dt a:nphtudel()iJ' characteristics of subjects/patients and pathological factors. A
great number of clinical validation studies have been undertaken in limited study
populations, mairrly fot the most widely adopted Kubicek and Sramek-Bernstein
methods and vith varying results.

Fuller3e reviewed 75 studies comparing ICG-dedved CO with thermodilution (fD),
dye dilution, Fick technique and radionucleat angiography. He calculated the mean
weighted corelation coefficient (r) fot 28 selected studies to be 0.81. The tange
for r from various studies according to a report by the Agency for Health Care

Policy and Reseatch of the U.S. Public Health Service5l was from only 0.17 to 1.0.

Raaijmakers and colleaguesl64 conducted a metz-analysis with 154 refetences to
explain the varying tesults by differences in the methodology of the studies. The
overall r was found to be 0.82 for the repeated measuremeflt design and 0.73 for
single measuements, uith no significant difference between Kubicek's and Sramek-

Bernstein's methods, albeit with quite different SV formulas. For czrdiac patients
lower correlations (average r =0.73) were obtained, and the authors conclude that
gre t cate should be taken when applying ICG to catdiac patients.

Generally speaking, all existing ICG methods are somewhat limited in patients with
cardiac shunts or valvular diseasesl0T' 108' 122, 191. In a study involving 35 cardtac

patients, the impedance-derived CO corelation with TD was -0.006, while heart

rate alone correlated significandy better in rest and exetcise58. Overall, any kind of
anatomicaf or physiological distortions from the standard population is prone to
induce unifuntfiab/e ertors in CO estimatiod'3'25,32'4e's2'53' 17s. Recendy, Patterson's

1,9
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group found inconsistent SV values in animal experiments with drug-induced
inotropic and vascular resistance changes as compared to dye dilution and
electromagnetic flowmetet @,MF)149. Avetage correlations were dye-EMF=0.89,
dye-ICG=0.68, EMF-ICG-*0.72, respectively. An important observation was that
for individual experiments negative values were also obtained without a unique
response between the impedance and the other methods, adumbrating serious
problems if the method is to be applied in a cLnical environment.

These obvious methodological difficulties, leading sometimes to poor correlations,
hamper utilization of impedance methods even though most published studies
sttongly support such an approach.

2.3.3 Otber Applications of tbe Bio-Impedance Tecbnique

The ovetall simplicity and safety of the impedance technique attt^cts investigators
in search of noninvasive monitoring by BI for various physiological phenomena,
especially for tracking changes in the time domain and relative amplitude. BI
measurement can reflect tissue volume, orientation and distribution and their
changes, opening the way fot various applications.

In the cowse of tecording the thoracic ICG, the changing volume and tesistivity of
the respiratory .r1$erz cause the basal impedance to y^ry in phase with breathing. This
phenomenon is usefrrl in tecording the respitatory r^te and the relative volume of
breathing vrithout individual calibrationll2, and has also been claimed to measure

pulmonary circulation vrith an empirical electrode setting23. Accumulation of fluids
as in the case of pulmonary edema, pleural effusion, pericardial effusion or intemal
hemorrhage will lower the basal impedancel22' 196. In anglna patients basal
impedance has been obseryed to deqease gradually and to become significant
during the third stage of exercise, where patients do not exhibit angjna patn7, 123.

Information on extra- and intra-cellular (E,CW and ICIQ fluid content, size of cells
and membrane capacitance can be obtained with dual- or multifrequency
impedance measurements based on the frequency-dependent tesistivity of the cell

membranesT3'111 . 7 of living tissue is higher than that of dead tissue, which has

drawn intetest to vadous applications of impedance spectroscopy, including the
detection of deficient cfuculation, the evolution of ischemia, rejection of tansplant
organs, investigation of the breakdown of membtanes, the gowth of tumors and
the influence of certain tumor treatments46,12'128'"191.

Electrical freld plethysmogaphy @,ru;tt' s1 is a little-known method intended to
measure pri--ily changes in catdiac dimensions and orientation. EFP diffets from
ICG in horizontal electrode placement and in cuffent injection, whose magnitude is
continuously adjusted according to the measured impedance. Fluman experiments
have shown that during normal breathing the respiration component is smaller than
the cardiac componentl2; nonetheless the applicability of the technique has been

20
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questionedl5t n that continuously changing current injection causes non-ltnearity in
the measurement.

W4rile impedance-based techniques have been proposed for a wide variety of
pu{poses, the theoretical and clinical bases have again seldom been satisfactorily

established. A major btanch divergrng from ICG is impedance tomogaphy, which
differs somewhat more from a relatively simple one-channel BI measurement than

the above-mentioned applications.

E I e cti ca / I np e da n ce T o m ograp h1

The first images reconstructed from transthoracic impedance measurements were

reported in 1978s5. EIT is an intensively developing impedance measuring

technique aimed to achieve and represent the intemal conductivity structure of an

object noninvasively, usually in a transversal two-dimensional (2-D) slice. In EIT
the electrode aray of normally 1'6 or 32 electrodes n 2-D is attached around the

measured region and impedance is probed with a sedes of two- or four-elecftode
measrrements accotding to the chosen measuring sequence configurationil3.
Various reconstruction techflique..l66 21s then applied to the measured data to
produce an image of different conductivities in the measured volume. A limited
number of electrodes restricts the independent measrrements generally being taken

and the use of rp to 192 cuffent and 768 voltage electrodes in 3-D has been

reported2s. Also simultaneous dual- or multi-frequency measrrements have been

studiedls, 36, 166.

The advantages of EIT as compared to conventional imaging techniques such as

computed tomogtaphy, magnetic resonance (tvIR) imaging and X-ny ate: It is

considered safe by merit of the small alternating currents tequired; it can be used as

a long-term, continuous i*^gog method; and the system can be constructed at low
cost and in portable size220. At present, its major disadvantage is the relatively poot
spatial resolution of the acquired images. The ability of EIT to show changes in
conductivity is far superiot to its ability to shovz absolute values of the conductivity
often producing dynamic images. BrownlT reports that potential medical

applications of the technique include the following of gastric fi.rnction, lung
ventilation imagrng, tissue temperature imaging, lung watet imaging, blood vessel

distension, pelvic congestion, lung perfusion and cardiopulmonary frrnction,
cerebral blood flow, thoracic fluid determination, cell death i*"gtg in
radiothetapy, following of bladdet filling, gastric movement i-ugtg and tumor
i*"grg. A further application of EIT could be evolved in providing regional

conductivity for use in solving the invetse problem og g66tz7. Regional

conductivity and its changes could also be used to calculate CO mote reliably than

vzith conventional ICG methods. Imptovement in cardiac i-ugtg by modif ing
the transversal imaging plane to oblique in ordet to seParate spatially atÅz znd
ventr-icles has been proposed2o2. General ptoblems in EIT include the intra- and

intet-subject variation effects in overall and specific conductivity and, again, their
relation to physiological changes. Reconstruction algorithms ate sensidve to
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boundary shape and electtode location ertors and 3-D volume conductor
properties have been found to be increasingly important in EIT development, but
to involve gre tet difficultiesl66. The iimits and potential of EIT have not yet been
found.

2.4 EieLd. Theoretical Analyses of Irnpedance Cardiography

The problem with most BI techniques is the complexrty of the human body and its
varying distrjbution of conductivity. The simple analogy of the human thorax as a
physiological volume represented by a paraTlel rylinder model does not suffice in
descdbing the system with accuracy adequate to provide a comprehensive
conception of ICG on a theoretical basis. In this section methods and models for
mote detailed volume conductot studies using analpical or numerical modeling to
futther elucidate the ICG are introduced. The main emphasis is on the description
of lead field and reciprocity concepts in assessing the measurement sensitivity
distdbution of ICG. It must nevertheless be noted that the lead freld theory has not
been applied in ICG. In the literature few studies have been teported utilizing this
apptoach in studying IPG.

2.4.1 Modeling Resistioe Properties of tbe lluman Body

The behavior of a biological system can be simulated or formulated to a certain
degtee by modeis which apptoximate certain ar,'atomical and physiological features.
Generally such models can be categoÅzed into two groups, namely physical and
descriptive. The major dravzback with physical models is their ogdity; they are
laborious to construct and have limited use since they are constructed for a

particular case. Descriptive models ate often mathematical constructs and mimic
the conditions of a system in mathematical terms or formulas, vzhich are concise
and can be manipulated and solved with the help of computers. Thus in the case of
the human body and the study of its electtical behavior in ICG, desctiptive,
mathematical computet modeling is a usefirl approach to the problem of
investigating the cuffent flow in the thorax and subsequeflt measruement
ptoperties.

In the frequency range generally used in ICG, the human body can be conceived of
as a piecewise, homogeneous and resistive system, neglecting the reactive effects of
the body9O, 108' 113' 122' 134. If it is also assumed that the thorax is a source-free
reg'ion, that the magnetic fields in it are negligible, and that the current flux normal
to the body surface is zero except under the current electrodes, then the goveming
equation for the electrical propetties of the human body becomes the generalizsd
Lzplace equation

V.oVO = 0

where
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o = electr{cal conductivity tensor, unique {.or each location and

direction
O = electric potential held.

This form of Laplace's equation is uniquely solved by setting the body sutface in
contact with the electrodes to the set potential to ddve the solution. Due to the

complex geometry and inhomogeneities inhetent to the human body, a numer:ical

approach such as the finite diffetence €Dlt!, finite element €EI\!, or boundary

element method (BEI\! is rcquired to solve Eq. 10. Analytic methods are suitable

only when simple symmetr{cal models are employedl7l. Ptesentations and detailed

mathematical expressions of different element methods can be found in the

literatwe (eg.tt'ts\.

2.4.2 Measurement Sensitiaity: Iead Field' and Reciprocity
Concepts

The lead vector and lead field concepts, the latter embraced by the application of
the reciprocity theorem, were originally introduced to descdbe the sensitivity of
bioelectric measurements, yet the principles a-re universal and apply to any lineat
system. This present section describes these concepts in a bioelectric context and

introduces the latet application of the theory to BI measutements. Notations are

adopted from a book on bioelectromagnetism by Malmivuo & Plonseyll3, who
integrated the subdivisions of the discipline with lead field theory.

[-,ead Vertor l-ead Field and Reciproci4t

The lead vector concept was fust inttoduced by Burget and Van N{ilaan19-21 and it
explains the relationship between the electromotive source and the measuted lead

voltage. Suppose that a single dipole source vector of magnitude I is at a fixed

location in a lineat, resistive volume conductor of atbitary shape and

inhomogeneous conductivity. The measuted unipolar lead potential, @",

corresponding to F , is affected by the proportionality coefficient vector, having

tlrree orthogonal components. This transfer vectot is dependent on the location of
the measurement lead, the source dipole location, and the shape and the

conductivity distribution of the volume conductor. Noq by reason of the linearity
assumption, applFng the superposition, the lead voltage can be expressed as the

scalar product of the transfer vectots between the measurement locations forming
the lead (a.g. locations a and b) and the dipole soruce as

voa =@o-@a = @"-c)'F=c'o'P (11)

where ä. is the 3-D transfer coefficient describing the sensitivity of the bioelectric

measurement at a soecific location. the lead vector113.
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The lead field is a generalization of the lead vector, fitst formulated by McFee and

Johnstonlls'117 on the basis of the teciprocity theorem of Helmholz published in
1853. If the lead vectors are mapped as a function of the source position
throughout the volume conductor, the single lead vectors will comprise a

continuous vector freld forming the sensitivity distribution, called the lead-vector
freld or simply the lead field.

If voltage measurement is made on the surface of an arbittaty volume conductor,
the measured signal in the lead ar{ses from all the sources in the coflductor
according to Eq. 1L at each location. The reciprocity theotem states that in lineat
systems, applyng a unit reciprocal ctrrent 1, to the measurement lead g{ves rise to

an electtj.c field E in the volume conductor, and the associated current density field

7 has exactly the same form as the lead field. If individual current dipoles are

chancteÅzed by curent dipole moment pet volume, 7t, noting thzt J = o E , rhe

expression for the lead potential becomes

J' dv (12)

where ,/r, denotes the lead field113, 156.

As for the lead vectors, the lead field concept does not restdct the complexity of
the volume conductor; this can be of an arbi.rr:ary shape and size with differing
resistivities distributed in the volume.

S ensitiuifii Distibation of Bio-Inpedance Measuremeilt

The sensitivity distribution of a BI measurement can be obtained by means of the

lead field theory. Geselowitz published a theoretical derivation of the theory fot BI
measuremefits4T. Now the soutce is not a cufferit dipole within the volume
conductor, but the (varyrng) conductivity distribution.

The sensitivity distribution of a BI measurement gives a relation between the

impedance (and change in it) caused by a given conductivity distribution (and its

change). It describes how effectively each region is contributing to the measured
Z .If conårtctivity change is not involved, the measured impedance Z is obtained
v/ith

'Ju dv

whtere 7 u and 7 r, obtained with reciptocal enetglzzion, are the curtent density

fields (2.e. BI lead fields) associated with the cwrent injection and voltage

measurement leads77, 113. This equation gives the conttibutions from each regtion to

r e 1-Vrr=lV.pdv=l-Jru
J JO
vv

e 1-Z=l1J*
J6

(13)
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the total impedance, and the dot product of the two fields expresses the sensitivity
of the measurement to conductivity changes throughout the volume cofrductor.
Effects of conductivity changes on measured impedance can be calculated by
LZ = Z(tz)-Z(tr) ,wherc the time instants t, and t, refet to situations befote and

after a conductivity change, with the assumption that the changes in the lead fields
are negligible due to the small conductivity change. Eq. 13 is valid for fixed
electrode locations and volume coriductor boundary; Mottarellil24 subsequendy

genenhzeå the equation to geometrically changing volume conductors, adding a

second term to Geselowitz's equation to account for the electtode location change.

Eq. 13 expresses the theoretical result that the scalar product between the two lead
fields is unaltered if they ate interchanged. Thus, the convention of injecting the
suffent through the outer and measuring the voltage from the inner electodes
should produce idenucal tesults when intetchangng the terminals. The impact of a

certain conductivity va-dation in different regions depends on the sensitivity field.
As the scalar field may possess positive and negative values depending on the
orientation of the two lead fields, the measwed impedance may either increase,

decrease or be entirely unaffected in consequence of a conductivity change in a

particulat tegion.

2. 4. 3 M e asureme nt Properties,4ssess ed by Volutne C onductor
Modeling

The indefiniteness of ICG has been the dtitirg force behind the seatch fot a

theoretical justification and basis fot the technique. The human thorax is complex
as a conductor and the development of a complete theoretical model fot the
macroscopically measured ICG waveform is ptesumably an impossible
undertaking. Assumptions of modeled conductivity changes during the catdiac

rycle have a cÅicil. impact on results obtained. The referenced studies in this
section are classified as conuentional and kad feld approach depending on the method
of estimating measrrement propeties. In the convefitional approach, the volume
conductor is constructed and simulated to obtain an impedance teading vith an

electrode configuration before and after a modification of certain region(s)
assumedly affected by the heart's work during the cardiac cycle. The lead field
approach provides the sensitivity of the electrode confguration to conductivity
changes in each region without the necessity of imposing changes in the
conductivity distribution. Studies stilizing the lead field theory are few in number
and are directed to IPG in the limbs, but they do provide interesting details as to
the formation of measurement sensitivitv.

Conuentiona/ Approach

Kinnen and groups9 ilrczdy understood the importance of the distribution of
cuffent flow in intelpreting the physiological information included in the
impedance signal. They modeled the thorax with a 3-D cylindrical resistive network
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approximating the lung tissue and blood of the heart and pÅmary arteriovenous
system. The impedance (or resistance) of the blood vessels was found to be much
latger rhan the thoracic impedance, and they claimed that most cufferit would flow
through the lungs, b.itrgtg out the pulmonary circulation as the likely contributing
sou.tce.

Sakamoto and colleagueslTs constructed an elliptical rylinder model with heart,
lungs, aotta, -verr c^v^ and the anisotropic muscle and studied the effects of several
separate inhomogeneities on the equipotential lines between the current electrodes.
Intracardiac blood volume changes were reflected on the anterior surface with the
most substantial changes (4 %) ln the vicinity of the heart, expanding more widely
in the horizontal tather than in the vertical rlirection. The aorta caused the largest
spatialchanges (withamaximum of 4o/o), alsoontheposteriorsurface,whilethe
effects of lung resistivity changes were found to be very small. The authors
concluded that usefirl information may be obtained with suitable electrode
configuration.

Other studies applying anatomically more realistic models have been published,
with varying results depending on the assumptions made especially as to induced
conductivity changes and the 

^ccvr^cy 
of the models in representing the anatomy

of the thoraxs5' 86.96' 143.205' 2t)6. Kim's gtoups6 constructed a FEM model of the
thorax and neck using 29 images from a ctoss-sectional anatomical compendium to
represent the anatomy by 22FEA4 elements at each level. They studied the effects
of ventriculat volume change, aortic expansion and lung and blood resistivity
changes. Almost linear dependence was found betweeri the blood volume changes
in the aorta and the measured impedance change, while for ventricular volume no
such dependence emerged. Flow-induced blood resistivity change in the aorta was
found to be almost as important as the volume change. The contdbution from the
blood volume change in the lungs was insignificant. W^g and Patterson206
teported a sophisticated study of the origin of ICG based on two FDM models
rePresenting diastole and systole. The models wete constnrcted by manually tracing
the boundaries of 68 ECG-triggered MR images to 33.tissue t'?es represented by
ovet 200 000 elements. They classified the contrjbutions of various sources into
thtee categodes: 1) structural changes between end diastole and end systole
comptising volume and movement, 2) flow-induced blood resistivity changes in
major arteries and veins, and 3) lung resistivity variation due to lung blood volume
change. Fleart movement caused the largest overall negative impedance change
when considered sepatately, being almost twice that attributable to dimensional
changes in the large vessels. However, these structural changes were almost
cancelled by the ca.rdi^c blood volume decrease. Considering all the changes, the
effects of arterio-venous blood rcsistivity changes were 57 o/o, the lungs 39 o/o, and
the net structural changes only 4 o/o. The authors concluded that due to the
multiregional and complex nature of the impedance signal, the use of ICG as a

reliable clinical method fot SV measurement is ouestionable and should flot be
adopted with the existing methods.
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Lead Field Approach

Penney and colleaguesls2 were probably the ftst to apply the lead field theory to
examine the sensitivity of IPG to conductivity changes as a function of position in
the volume conductot. The tetrapolar measurement setting in a uniform rylinder
model was simulated and compared with in uitm moåel measurements. Fig. 7
illusftates schematically the formation of the measrrement sensitivity of tetrapolar
BI measurement in a homogeneous cylinder. Their study demonsftated that the
electrode distances gteatly affect whether superficial or deep reg'ions are more
effrciendy sampled, and that the tegions of negative sensitivity (as depicted by Eq.
1.3) lay neat the electrodes. Negative sensitivity is detected in regions vzhere the two
lead fields have antiparallel components. In another study, cadaver measurements

were made to verifi' results obtained vdth the homogeneous cylinder models.

Figure 7. Sensitiui\ distibution of afour+lexmde IPG gtsten applied to a un{onn conductiue giind.en (a)

The leadfeldproduced fut the runent excitation electrvdu ( orto tu reciprocal camnt injution).

(b) The feld which aould be prcduced f cun'ent aere driaen thmugh whage mearurement

elutmda. (c) Saperinpuedfelfu of the preuiout two leadfeld.r. (d) Principledprenntation of the

sensitiuifl of the neasureneilt fttilp in afew locationt.

Sherman and colleaguesl82 studied tegional spot electrode configurations
theotetically in tank models to ascertain the effects of afiery location with tespect to
the electrodes. They also recognized the importance of negative sensitivity in
producing the net impedance change. If the object is to record information ftom a

single attery, the displacement of the recording electrodes may lead to vatied
information due to negative sensitivity. Other studies on uniform rylinders and the
equivalent have produced similar results, noting negative sensitivity and the impact
of electrode placement in defining the sensitivity properties of measurementsls5, 1s7,

158,167,215
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More recently, STtorek's gronp2l4 applied the lead field approach to simulate the
measrrement properties of frve electrode confrgrrations. They used a 15-slice FEM
model, wifh anatomy from the cross-sectional anatomy map, including 8 tissues but
excluding fat. However, their application of the lead freld theory was limited to the
calculation of Z before afld 

^fter 
the induced changes in the volume coriductor,

thus yielding no new information as compared to the studies of the conventional
approach presented in the previous section. The changes in the conductivity and
volumes included in theit study thus restrict the significance of their results.
Ässumptions as to how conductivity changes and to what extent in different
regtions due to cardiac acuvity were not substantiated. Kubicek's electrode
configuration ptoduced the most uniform currefit distribution. The authors
concluded that the relation between the contributions from different sources
stongly depends ofl the electrode configuration and that ICG measures all
conductivity changes thtoughout the thorax.

)
)

c) .i,r

Figuw S. S chenatic rcpresentation of focuted BI neararement using tuto elertrofut for each tmninal of the

irupedance deaice. a) Approxinated leadfeld of curent i{ution electmde pairs, b) kadfeldfor
uohage elutrofu pairs; shadcd arca thows the htgltest sensitiui4t of the lead feld, c) supmnpued

felds and d) the measurenent reflritiuiA; highut ualua are in the niddle of the four uoltage

measaring electmdrs uttth relatiue! wall rcgiorc of negatiue rcnitiuifl. It thould be noted that the

leadfelds are on! approximated, not calculated
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As tetrapolat impedance measruements produce distributed sensitivity to several

sources, a focused impedance measurement scheme has been ptoposed to testtict
sensitivity distributionlt't. By carrying out two four-elecftode measurements

pelpendicular to each otfrer ovet a certain region and combining the impedances, it
is possible to enhance the sensitivity of the central tegion. This method has been
applied in studying gastric emptying with emprdcally optimized electode settings

obtained in saline phantom experiments. A homogeneous phantom shows more
wriform sensitivity to changes in the conducuvity in the cenffal rcgion and less

negative sensitivity than is obtained with the tettapolat technique using four
electrodes. These investigations did riot employ the lead field theory, but the idea of
focused measurement can be conceived in the framework of the theory. A simiiar
illustration of the lead fields in focused measurement to that in Fig. 7 for four-
electtode measrrement is given in F1g 8.

2.5 Conclusion
The ICG yields a #eat deal of relevant information concerning the mechanical
firnctioning of åe heart and the cardiovassular system. The changes in impedance
during the cardiac cycle have been atttibuted to a vanety of sources and
compositions of several sources. ICG is an indirect technique with evidently several

simultaneous sources contdbuting to the basal and the time-varying components,
involving troublesome 'tnta- and interindividual var-iation. The tecorded signal is

thus not well defined and the physiological coflditions giving rise to unreliable
results caririot be reliably determined.

The simplicity and other advantageous properties of ICG have kept development
and evaluation of the method active since the introduction by Kubicek and his
goup of the tetrapolat band arrangement and the SV calculation method. The
development of ICG has been mainly empirical and has genetally not lead to
signihcandy more sophisticated methods than the conventional ICG developed
decades ago.

The lead field theory applied in ICG provides a means of tecognizing the
chatacteristics of the electrode configuration applied. The impact of a certain
conductivity variation at different locations depends on the sensitivity field
provided by the theory. Flowever, the theory has not yet been applied in
investigating the ovetall measutement sensitivity of any ICG method. Moreover,
especially because a BI measurement depends orl numerous unptedictable factors,
it seems likely that several signals should be obtained in order to assess the state of
the system, as is the case in standatd 1.2-leaå ECG. The development of such a

system ptoviding multiple signals with desired and locilized measurement
properties could be based on the application of the lead freld theory and accutate

volume conductor modeling. Instead of empirically placing four electrodes at
various body locations to make a measurement, the lead freld theory can be

hamessed to constitute measurement configurations with particular properties, z.e.
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varied and regional sensitivity distribution. To achieve such conftgurations, more
than fout electrodes in a simple combination will probably be requited and intuitive
affangement of such complex configr.rtations having specific sensitivity is not
feasible. As stated in Chapter 1, the purpose of this thesis was to hamess the lead
field theory for the pu{pose of such an undertaking.
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Chapter 3

MATE,RIAL AND ME,THODS

3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, for a study of the properties of BI electrode

configurations the lead field theory provides a meafls of estimating the

measuremelrt sensitivity distribution. In order to utilize the theory in analyzing and

developing ICG electtode configurations, methods of modeling and simulating the
human thorax as a volume conductor wete devised [, I!. Thereafter, sensitivity

distributions were assessed with the resulting method for conventional ICGs [I!
and BI configurations derived using the electrode locations of the 12lead ECG
electrode system YI!. Theoretical appraisal of existing spot electrode

configurations and clinical experiments with the 1.2-lead based configurations
picked out shortcomings in the present ICG instrumentation. Development of a

front-end unit for BI instrumentation was therefore carried out to increase the

corespondence between the simulations and physiological measurements and open

the way for clinical expedmentation with a number of different electrode

configurations fV].
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3.2 Modeling Software Development

The basis fot the modeling software development was the previous doctoral thesis
of Hyttinen('l, who implemented a core for FDM-based modeling soft\il'are2(13' 2()4.

The software was advanced and properties suitable for curent freld analysis of BI
were added in a licentiate thesis by the present author7l . So far, many steps in the
modeling and simulation process have required several separate data files,
parameters and constants to be given as an input line in running the progtams. The
user must have memoÅzed parameters and factors affecting the simulation and
program function. For instaflce, all tissue resistivities were g{ven in a number of
source code files and changing a tissue resistivity required modifications and
recompilation of all programs using tissue resistivity values. This has restricted the
u'ilization of the modelirg by software-oriented users.

The wotk conducted for this thesis firther advanced the modeling software [1. A
tissue priority coding was realized and is exploited from tissue segmentadon to final
post-processing of the simulated data. Model åata and simulation programs were
tewritten and integrated in a softwate package referred to as Volume Conductor
Modeling Tools [CMT), which reads and updates a devised header section
associated with the anatomy data used for model construction and simulations.
Steps taken in the course of modeling process are written in a simulation diary in
the header data, and can be recalled to vrhen flecessary.

Several pte- and post-processing programs and utilities were written for analyzng
and visualizing the data at various stages []. Central to the undertaking is the
calculation of tlle sensitivity distribution according to Eq. L3, i.e. the overall
sensitivity of each tissue type in the model uzith a g'iven electrode configuration

[I!. Änothet roudne was implemented to generate measrrement combinations
from a given set of lead firelds for the automatic analysis of a Large number of
confgurations [tV]. Post-processing programs included a 2-D viewing softwate for
the presentation of model 

^flatomy 
data and calculated current, potential and

sensitivity distributions [JI!.

3.3 Construction of Volume Conductor Models

In order to yield usefirl information, a model must accurately reflect the anatomy of
actual human struchLres in discretizing and solving Eq. 10. For anatomy extraction
from medical images, a segmentation algorithm knovyn as IARD (mage
enhancement, Ämplitude segmentation, Regrion gtowing, Decision trees) was
developed and utilized in constructing FDM models of the human bodysa. A
modification of IÄRD using tissue priority coding made it possible to classifii a
latge number of tissues and to impot tissue voxel data into the VCMT softwate.

Wsible Human Man nodcl. A particulady 
^ccrr^te 

source of anatomical data, the U.S.
National I)bnry of Medicine's Visible Fluman Man PtI$1' 110' 1116 was employed
as basis for detailed FDM modeling F!. 4 total of 118 cryosection images from the
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top of the head to the pelvis were segmented into apptoximately 4 000 000 voxels

for the thorax nodel, resulting in total of 32 segmented and classified tissue types and

organs. The accuracy of the final model used for simulation can be set w'ith the
VCMT for a particular purpose. Another less accurate set of 52 images covering the

whole body was segmented to simulate the ICGst and selectivity of segmental

measurementsl3s' 13e obtainable with the electrode system pI]. For the whole-bod1

rnode/ the inhomogeneities were separated for trunk and each limb in otdet to
analyze their contribution separately in each measurement.

Diastolic dz Slstolu nod.els. The triggered end-systolic and end-diastolic MR image

data sets used by STang and Patterson2()6 were segmented with IARD. A two-phase
thorax model (i.e. t:wo models of the same person at different moments of the

cmdiac cycle) was constructed ftom these data [VI!. The numbet of voxels was

equal in both models, as the segmented outemost layer from the first data set was

used as base for segmentation of the othet set. Both models consisted of 70 slices

and 30 tissue types.

Head nod.e/. The head model was constructed from 84 MR images taken at 2 mm
intervals [, ry. The tissue priority coding devised for thorax modeling v/as app]ied
for detailed classification of the MR data. Originally, the model was intended for
studying the electric fields in the brain associated with electtoencephalogtaphy

@,EG), evoked potential and transctanial stimulationl03. Ifl this ptesent study, the
lead frelds calculated for the EEG inverse solution were used to estimate by the

methods developed the properties of BI measuremenls' utilizing the 10-20 EEG
electtode locations [V,.

3 . 4 Calcwlation of Me asurement Sensitivity Distributions
As stated above, at any point in the human body the lead freld of a given lead can

be defined as a current density field ptoduced by a source of unit cuffefit connected
to the lead's terminals according to the teciptocity theotem. BI measurement

sensitivity distributions, i.e. the contribution from each tissue type included in the
model, wete estimated utilizing the concept of Eq. 1.3 and analyzed with the VCMT
for the following cases:

. Four conaentional ICG confgurations [lil]. Contributions to the sensitivity
distdbution were assessed with the VHM thotax model for four ICG
electrode configurationr gtilizing conventional band electrodes or
modifications replacing the bands with spot electrodes.

. 12-/ead ECG electmdt ystem-based configurationt [IV, W4.The prospects of
recording multiple ICG waveforms vith more selective sensitivity to
particulat regions of the thorax were investigated employing the L2-Iead

electrode system. As explained in Chaptet 2, the lead field concept can be
applied even when several leads are combined. Calculation of the lead

vectors of combined leads does not requke new simulatiofi. runs, since in a
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linear system they can be derived ftom the once simulated set of lead

vectors by linear combination. This facilitates synthesis of leads with
desired properties, for example, more specific leads to detect soutces

induced by a heart disease. The VHM and two-phase models wete used in
calculating the sensitivity distributions for a Latge number of BI
measrrement configutations combined from the 1.2-lead system. The 12-
lead electrode system was selected since it is clinically widely applied and
may be adopted fot new BI method recorded during ECG acqursition.

10-20 EEG electrode ystem-based confgarations ltll. Rationale:
Administrations-of high penicillin doses in cats, causing epileptic seizures,

have been noted to elevate the cetebrospinal fluid (CSF) tmpedance 10-15

minutes prior to seizure activitylle. In the study in question, varjations in
CSF impedance ranged frorr' 2.0 to 3.3 times the original value in thtee
different cases when measuted invasively. In the present case, the lead

fields of the 10-20 EEG system wete used to determine theoretically how
sensidve noninvasive measurements can be derived to detect tegional
conductivity changes occurdng in the CSF.

IYhole-bofu ICG electrvdc confguration and obtainable segnental recordingt [/I].
Modification of the coriventional whole-body ICG using eight-electrode
tetrapolar measrremerit was simulated to establish the segmental

contribution from the thotax and each limb. Using the same electtode
locations, it is possible to record these segments independendy, as reported
by Patterson138, 139. The selectivity of these segmental measrrements to
measrre exclusively some particular segment rruas evaluated by calculating
the sensitivity distribution fot each case.

f .! Bio-Impedance Hardware Developrnent

In assessing the measurement sensitivity distribution of ICG using spot electrodes,

u lik.ly source of error lies in the fact that differences in skin-electrode contact
impedances between electrodes connected to the same terminal of the BI device
may be present. Mismatches in electrode-skin contact impedances will tesult in
unbalanced cLrffent injection ot voltage measurement fV]. This modifies the
sensitivity distribution and intoduces effor in measurement which is diffrcult to
obsewe. Possible sources for such mismatches include variations in skin properties,
which a-te diffetent from site to site, a ptepantion ptocedure which might poody
cover the electrode placement atea appted, sweating and the mechanical contact of
the electrodel1l. With l2-lead configurations, the overall impedance betvreen the
terminals may be more unbalanced due to different conductive pathways between
the electrodes. Fot instance, neglecting the skin-electrode contacts, the pathway
resistance between the left arm and chest lead V1 is approximately half of the value
between the left and right arm.
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Recording BI applying the 1,2-Iead based confrgurations simultaneously with ECG
acquisition from the same electrodes requires the development of ICG
instrumentation for the following reasofls. First, it is impractical to connect the BI
measurement leads manually for each configuration tecorded. Second, if several

leads are connected to a same terminal of a BI unit, ECG acquisition is not possible
from these combined electrodes.

A front-end apparatus, referred to as DrgBox, was designed to be operated with a

tetrapolar BI measurement unit [V]. The DigBox makes it possible to a) recotd
multiple BI signals wrth digitally controlled electrode configurations, b) eliminate
the effects of unbalanced contact impedances or conductive pathway on
measwement sensitivity, and c) combine multi-electtode BI and bioelectric
measttements without the two modalities interferins w"ith each other.

3.6 Clinical Experiments

In clinical experiments Y-\tq the DigBox was used vrith a commercial BI unit
(CircMont'rt, JR Medical Ltd., Estonia) operating at 30 klfz anå 0.7 mA. Off-line
analysis of impedance data were made with specif,rcally written signal ptocessing
and analysis functions in Madab (version 5.2, MathWotks, Naticlq MA).

The ICGI n method has not been widely evaluated, and knowledge of approximate
qualitative signal composition is lacking. To establish how much of a signal

orig'inates in each segment of the body and what is the contribution of each to SV
in ICGqB,, impedance in the exremities and trunk were investigated in 15 healthy
volunteets [VIl.

Fot the I2-lead-BI measurements, fust clinical expetience was acquired by making
recordings in 12 healthy volunteers and 9 valve patients in supine position
bteathing spontarieously VI!.Based on computer simulations with the VHM and
two-phase models, 237 measvrement configutations dedved ftom the l2-lead
system were selected as measutements to compare with the simulations. The
configurations were chosen so as to ptoduce high sensitivity in various
cardiovascular struchfes, and for possible edema monitoring, in the lungs.

Additional configurations sensitive in skeletal muscle or fat wete included.
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Chapter 4

RE,SULTS

4.1 lntroduction
Publications I & II describe the development of methods fot simulating the human
body as a volume conductor, which was a prerequisite for research on ICG. The
sensitivity distdbutions of conventional ICG are reported in III, and in fV the lead

field approach is introduced in developing BI measurement configutations.
Publication V reports the front-end design prgBox) for making multiple regional
BI measrffements, VI utilizes the apparatus developed in examining the
composition of ICC'nr and, fitully, the 12-lead-based BI measurement
configurations ate explored in publication VII. The following comprises ari account
of the core of the results.

4.2 Sofffiaf,e arfld Models for Volune Conductor Modeling

The more recent developments in VCMT have extended the usage of modeling
software to modes of analysis more sophisticated, but easier to perform [!. Th.
header data format collects the necessary information in one defined file format
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making data transfet possible between different programs and routines. Fot future
developments, the software was written in ANSI C language in a package in easy

readable and reusable format. The VCMT toolkit enables the uset to conceritrate
on the design of a paticular apphcaaon without having to design many of the
system routines over again for the new application. The performance of the
equation solver progtams was improved by rewriting the core solver routine and
enabling it to take stored simulation results as an input file. This reduces the
number of iterations, depending on the problem set-up, and has ptoved efficient
when re-simulating a soutce configwation with altered tissue resistivities62 65, 78, 105,

109,189.

The same theoretical approach of sensitivity distribution and held calculations
applies in all bioelectric freld ptoblems, and the models with VCMT have been

employed in a number of studies62 66,91,104,105, 109, 133, 160, 161, 1119, 190. The properties
of the model affect the simulation results, and various tissues and their
conductivities have different impacts. The influence of various blood tissues and
level of anatomical detail on sensitivity distributions of ECG was analyzed with the
VCMT and VHM thorax model62 6s. Effects of var{ous blood masses on simulation
tesults were obtained by altering the resistivity values of the masses separately. The
effects of the large vessels was found to be of gteat significance ovet and above the
well-known effect of 'rftta-cardiac blood masses, which indicates that they too
should be modeled in order to ensure accutate solutions.

In one further study, the effects of catdiac and body fat on conventional ICG
measurement sensitivity were investigatedTS. The results showed significant
differences in sensitivity distributions vith altered fat resistivity values. In particular
the effect of body fat was found to be substantial and exclusion of it can lead to
significant ertots in simulations. Fat percentage may thus be a factor influencing SV
estimation in ICG.

Although anatomically detailed, the VHM thorax model represents only one static
view of a ryclically dynamic volume coriductot [!. The two-phase model [VI!
extends the reptesentation of the volume coflductor to two diffetent time instants,
b.-g"g additional insight into simulated problems. Anatomical changes between
systole and diastole show substantial effects on body surface potentials when
simulated by cardiac dipole sourcesl6l).

4. 3 Sensitivity Distributions of Bio-Impedance Measurement
Configurations

4.3.l Conaentional ICG

The conventional band electrode configuration and alternative conf,gurations
suggested to teplace the bands were simulated and analyzed FI!. ICG was shown
not to be speciFrcally sensitive in measuring conductivity changes in regions
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generally considered important in measuring SV or CO, namely the heatt, lungs or
aortz and other large vascular trees. More than half of the measurement sensitivity
in each case studied was concentrated in the skeletal muscle. Furthermore, the
tesults showed heterogeneous cuffent field flow in the thotax, and modiS'ing the
electrode configuration resulted in different sensitivity distr{butions which must
have an influence on the composition of measured signals.

4.3.2 Wltole-body ICG

The proportional contdbutions from each segment and the selectivity of segmental

measrremeflts were evaluated y! Of the measurement sensitivity obtzined, 46 o/o

was found to origrinate in the legs, 30 oh n the arms and 23 o/o rn the trunk.
Simulations confirm that segmental measurements are most ideal in tespect of
selectivity for the legs, involving a contribution of less than 1.0 oh ftom the trunk.
For segmental arm measurements the contribution ftom the trunk was significant,
as much as 3O oh. while for the trunk null sensitiviw from the limbs was detected.

4. 3. 3 1 2 - L ead - Bas ed Configurations

As described in the Methods section. the calculations of the lead vectots of
combined leads did not require new simulation runs, since they can be der{ved from
the simulated set of the lead vectors of the t2-lead ECG. Since a simulation run
may take several hours of computing time, it would not have been possible to
simulate all the combinations involved. With the lead field-based analyzing method
developed in this series, deriving new combinations was a non-itetative procedure
which was applied by an algorithm to analyze 65 476 configurations [VI!.

Simulated electrode configurations indicated ma-tkedly different measurement
sensitivity distdbutions. As compared to the conventional ICG, cleady enhanced
sensitivities were obtained in vatious tissues. However, no absolutely selecdve
measurement configurations for particula-t structures of the cardiovassular system
were obtained. As a consequeflce, no measuremeflts applyng any combination of
the 12-lead electrodes will produce exclusive data ftom a parldLo;,Jar region, although
the partial contributions from various regions may be significandy inueased.

4. 3. 4 1O-2O- Based CS F Configurations

A total of 97 273 electrode configuations were derived from the 10-20 system for
BI measurements and anilyed with respect to sensitivity for conductivity changes
occurring in the CSF [!. Numedcal experiments showed that the reg"ionally most
specific confgutation coflcentrated 69 o/o of the sensitivity in the CSF, which in
theory ptovides sufficiendy high selectivity for successfirl measurement. Simulations
\r/ith 20 7o decreased conductivity of the CSF produced expected changes in the
simulated impedance, following the proportional sensitivity values obtained vzith
the analyzrng algorithm with variation within a few percent.
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4. 4 D evelopments in Bio- Impedance Instrumentation
The design of an apparatus capable of producing computer-controlled multiple
multi-electrode BI measurements was reelizsd M. It has features compensating
electtode contact-related etrors and errors due to imbalance between the
conductive pathways when multiple electrodes are applied for BI measuremenr.
Test measurements with a tesistor simulator produced values comparable to those
obtained by manually connecting the current and voltage leads. Arr average
diffetence of 0.4 o/o in imoedances was observed.

4. 5 Ctinical Experirnents

4.5.1 Wltole-body ICG

The experiments with the ICGrir electrode setting compated favonbly with the
whole-body model results, showing that most of the basal impedance originated
from the extremities p!. Clinical experiments revealed that the heart-related
amplitude var{ations in the ICGtll signal origrinate more evenly from various body
segments, the trunk slightly more than the arms or legs when corrected with åe
unideal selectivity of segmental measurements obtained with simulations. The
heart-related ICGna signal represents a weighted sum of segmental pulsatile events
in the whole body; segmental measrrements might thus provide more detailed
information.

4.5.2 t2-Iead. ICG

Clinical experiments vzith the BI measurements derived from the l2-lead electrode
system showed logical corespondence to the simulations, supporting the
theoretically ptedicted differences between the configurations pIIl. Systolic M-*
cotrelated signifrcandy to the difference in basal impedances simulated with the
two-phase model, but logically, no significant correlation was found to the VHM or
either of the two-phase models when considered separately. The strongest
cortelations between sensitivity afld measured waveform were noted for the right
ventricle and the area under the systolic part of the impedance curve. Recorded,'1,2-
lead signals had chatacteristic waveforms and landmarks not coinciding with those
of conventional ICG, indicating varied information content between the
configurations. Furthermote, configutations were noted showing a suggestive
resemblance to invasive data andmorphological variations in disease.
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DISCUSSION
Using ICG for measuring SV with convendonal methods involves many
assumptions and models with gtoss simplifications. The technique is by nature
particulady indfuect, reflecting complex simultaneous variations in the electrical,

geometdcal and physiological ptopetties of tissues. To derive valid measures of
cardiac-related parameters using BI measurements it is of primary importance that
the signal contain the televant infotmation in a distinguishable manner. In the

assessmerit of cardiac function, knowledge of a single parameter such as aortic
volume is of limited use, since many interconnected hemodynamic factors affect
other parameters, for instance SV. In this series of studies, the conventional ICG
and a large number of measurement configtuations derived from the 12-lead ECG
electrode system wete analyzed in tespect of åeir measurement sensitivity
distdbutions. The uniqueness of the methods used was that the sensitivity of the
whole measurement setting was obtained in accutate models with a single

simulation vdthout approximations of quantitative conductivity changes occurring
in the thorax. This was important in that an understanding of the ICG requires a

conception of how the sensitivity of measurement is distributed, not only how latge

is the global impedance change due to a particulat tesistivity change in a specifi.c

orgän.
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5.1 Modeling Software andVolume Conductor Models
The VCMT software package [! utilized the FDM, which affords a numbet of
benefits. The construction of a model from segmented voxel 

^flatorny 
data proved

fast without limitations on the number of different tissue types and their
distribution. The simulauon tesult is ptovided in each discete element in the
model, not only at the boundalies of inhomogeneities as in BEM ot FEM. The
major drawback in implemented FDM is the inefficiency of the solver routine,
which is based on an itetative over-telaxation technique. This could be overcome
by utilizing a more efficient solver159 or multigdd solution56. Orthotropic
conductivity generates error in simulations due to the fiber odentation in tissues,
and arbitrarily anisotropic conductivity could be implemented in the VCMT. This
tequires anatomy source data with fiber orientation information, which is not as yet
genetally avallablelte and the effort to build and solve the model would thereby be
considerably increased.

The VCMT provides a flexible method to investigate potential and current fields
and the effects of various tissues and organs on generated field distributions.
Several inhomogeneous volume conductor models were constnrcted. The VHM
data were the most accurate source, allowing detailed detection and manual editing
of the tissues. The VHM thorax model [! was the most detailed, while the VHM
whole-body model [V! ignored details. This latter was used only in simulating the
segmental selecuvity of regional measuremeflts with the ICGrw electrode
configuration [V!. In the future, the limbs in the whole-body model could be
attached to the detailed thorax model for more realistic simulations. With the VHM
thorax model, the limb electrodes of the 1,2-Lezå ECG have been applied to the
shoulders and pelvis, which produces some deviation from results vrith the actuai
limb electrodes. More recently, the whole VHM data set has been segmented to 1

mm3 cubic voxels including muscle fiber orientation data by upplfrg advanced 3D
image processing techniqueslT3, 174. Simulations with this accurate data could
elucidate the importance of anatomical details on fields 2ss6ciated with ICG. The
two-phase model [VI! was constructed from MR data containing considerable
noise. The number of elements in the applied two-phase model was less than in the
VHM thorax model, but it allowed investigation of the effects of volumetric
changes and comparison with the \|FIM model [VI!. Including more than two
phases of the cardiac cycle would provide a means for more sophisticated
simulations.

5.2 Ttreoretical Results

Sensitivity distributions were obtained for electode configurations by applying the
lead field theory and computer modeling [II, fV, \lI, VIq. In ICG research to date,
conu{butions attributable to only certain conductivity changes have been simulated,
not illuminating the overall sensitivity of the measurement. It should be noted,
howevet, that the uncertainty still remains as to the physiological conductivity and
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its changes occuffing in the human body. This constitutes a major limitation in all
simulation studies related to BI measuremeftts.

5.2.1 Sensitiaity Distri.butions of Conaentiona.I ICG

The simulated sensitivity distributions for convefitional and alternative spot
electrode configuations revealed that most of the measurement sensitivity was

concentrated in skeletal muscle [I!. Visualizations of the sensitivity showed that

^part 
fuom the fow-spot configuation genetating a more inhomogeneous field, a

signifrcant portion of it was located in the posteriot side of the thorax. Kinnen's
goupse investigated the current flow by two sectioned band electtodes and
obtained a corresponding result, showing that most of the cuffent flow occurred
through the posteriot sections of the circumferential electodes. This along with the
high impedance of the large vessels as compated to the trunk impedance led the
authors to conclude that most of the cuffent would flow through the lungs.

According to the present study, the propottional hrng contribution was slighdy less

than 1,0 oh.

The sensitivity value for a given tissue type can be used in estimating the

contribution resulting ftom a conductivity change in it. Penneylsl teports that
during the systole, the aortic volume increase of 7.2 nl. causes a 6 7o conductivity
change in aortic blood. This 6 o/o change with the proportional sensitivity in the

aorta together with simulated Zo U\ gives M-* of 0.011 C), which matches the

values reported in other simulation studiesS5' 86, 9 6, "t 43, 205, 206 .

Replacing the band electtodes with spot-electtodes genetated more nofi-uniform
fields inside the thorax [I!. Generally, band electrodes ptoduced the most uniform
sensitivity distribution without any sign of negative sensitivity close to the
electrodes as with the eight- and nine-spot configuations. Compared to the band
configuration, the replacements produced sqprisingly similat sensitivities both in
the lungs and when considedng all the blood masses and the hrngs as a whole. In
smaller tegions such as the aortas and vena cavas, the ptopottional changes were

substantial. In clinical expetiments, Penney and colleaguesls3 teported attaining a

linear relationship with changes 'rn dZ /dt^ by the band and the fout-spot

configurations. Wang's gtorrp2O9 in numerous attempts could find no such

relationship for either four- or eight-spot confrgurations, a disuepanry attributable
to the differences in the simulated sensitivity distributions [I!.

The results emphasized the multiregional sampling sensitivity of the snrdied ICG
configurations [I!. Only an approximately 5 7o contribution from all blood masses

and cardiac dssue was detected. This can be taken to imply that the valuable
information, i.e. the information needed to determine the SV or other desked
parameters, ovedaps with a wide tange of other information unretrievable ftom
AZ. Although usefirl information has been obtained from the ICG waveform, it
originates from a multiplicity of sources with unpredictably varying contdbutions
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depending on the charactedstics and hemodynamic condition of the subject. Thus,
particulat caution is called for when applFng ICG to clinical work. It is unlikely that
a universally ideal electtode conlguation providing accurate measurements exists

fot ICG. If the number of unptedictable factors contibuting to or modifizing the
ICG waveform are m^ny, at least as many specific measuremeflts should be taken

as there are contributing factots to establish the state of the system FV-V{.

5.2.2 Sensitiuity Distributions of 12-Lead ICG

Numerjcal modeling with the lead field theoretical approach made possible detailed
analysis of alarge numbet of configurations [!, in this study 65 476 derived from
the 12-lead ECG electrode system [VI!. Increasing the contribution from a limited
region may improve the physiological relevance of tecorded data, which was
achieved in theory vith the tegional multi-electrode measuring configurations.
According to simulations with the VHM and the two-phase models, gteady
increased sensitivities were obtained for each classified tissue vith certain
measurement configrrations [VI!. For the tissues of the cardiovasculat structures,
a maximum of 75 o/o ptoportional sensitivity was attained. For the aortas and vena

cavas the values wete relatively small since the electrode locations of the l2-lead
system are not favotable for vertical measurements, especially when the right leg,

often used in ECG acquisition, was ignoted in the simulations. For this reason, the
maximal sensitivity for the pulmonary circulation was twice that of the systemic
circulation. Although htgltly elevated sensitivities were obtained, it was not possible
to achieve firlly selective measurements for any of the tissues. Moreover, even with
these enhanced measuting configurations, everyåing still affects everything;
nonetheless their telative contdbutions should be mote favorable than in
coriventional methods to produce regional information.

The anatomical differences between the VHM and the two-phase models were
considetable; for instance, the total volumes were 4'/ and 21. I for the VHM and the

two-phase models, respectively. In spite of this, many of the most selective
configurations for certain anatomical region or tissue were identical independent of
the model applied [VI!. This result was unexpected, since to achieve high
sensitivity in a certain region and low in others requires in principle a measuring
configuration similar to ofle presented in Fig. 8, where lead frelds of current and
voltage electrodes are perpendicular to each other. Slight deviations in model
geometry or electrode locations could then markedly modift the partial sensitivity
values. On the other hand, the derived configurations producing high sensitivities
utilizsd mote than four electrodes. Nonetheless these configuations with high
sensitivity produced small basal impedances, which supports the conception that
perpendiculat electtode placement produces zero basd. impedance. AIso, as each

tissue was consideted as a whole in the analysis, the contribution from latge tissues

such as skeletal muscle could have been teduced by the fact that both positive and
negative sensitivity values present can result in practically nil total sensitivity in that
tissue. This, of coutse, does not imply that the tissue has no effect if its conductivity
changes. On the other hand, however, the contr{bution from skeletal muscle has
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been noted to be almost nil when measured wiå conventional band elecffodes

placed on the abdomenl22' 12e.

The tesults obtained demonstrate the appropriateness of the method in developing

ICG measutements [fV, V, VII]. Ideally, it would be desfuable to achieve

measufement sensitivity oniy in the region of interest, producing selective

information. Such measutement would require lead fields having null values

arr)"rzhere else than in the tafget fegion, which is practically impossible for any

srfface electrode system. Flowever, employing multiple measufements with
different and known sensitivities to the r-elevant component in the system may

convey usefirl information related to some specific event or region undetectable by

conventional methods.

5.2.3 Sensitiuity of Otber BI Measurernents

As alteady pointed out, the lead field approach presented cari be applied to any BI
measrrement. The application of the internatioflaJ, 1,0-20 EEG electtode system in
measuring CSF conductivity changes was examined by simulations [V]. Results

revealed that several coflfigufatiofis wefe obtained producing mote fhzn 60 o/o

propoftioflal sensitivity in the CSF, suggesting promise of a non-invasive mode of
detecting impending epileptic seizute by multiple BI measurements. Combining

particular measufements with various contributions from othet tissues, the

changing conductivity of the CSF may be obtained, especially since dynamic tissue

volume changes in the head are smaller than in the thorax. The lead field approach

may be also u'ilized in optimizing EIT electrode configurations for head

measuremefits instead of rigorous trial and error48. As with I2-lead measuremerits,

the existing BI instrumentation requires frrrther development in order to apply

electrode configuration5 gtil'izing several electrode locations for each terminal on

the measuring device [V]. Such a system, integrated with ambulatory EEG181, could

improve the diagnostic potential of EEG and help patients suffering ftom epilepsy.

This study, however, was theoretical and relied strongly on the assumption that

CSF conductivity does change prior to epileptic activity. Ambulatory monitoring of
epileptics with BI measurements could be taken into consideration in future studies.

In ICGri"e a small arnount of sensitivity was found to be distributed in the thoracic

region [V!, differentiating it cleatly in information content ftom conventional ICG
methods [I!. Segmental measurements give mote specifically regional information
on each limb and the trun[ an asset which could be exploited with small changes in
existing ICC'gs instrumentation. According to the simulations here, whole-body

Zo is pÅmady determined by the impedances of the limbs, and application of
these data for SV estimation might be questionable. One whole-body ICG method
using electrodes either on both wdsts or one wrist to one ankle has also been

reported6T. Flowever, such modifications considerably altet the information content

of the eight-electrode ICC'ur, emphasizing certain segments of the body. Recording
between the arms does not take account of the legs and only pardy the trunk
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tegion. The wtist-to-ankle configuration reflects changes within the trunk by
apptoximately only half ftom the eight-electrode ICGsr [V!. Similarly, whole-body
impedance measurements between one wdst and one ankle in total body water or
fat-ftee mass measurements5T, 185, 198,217 suffet from the reduced conttibution from
the trunk. If both wrists and both legs were covered, the trunk contribution would
be doubled and more meaninsfirl data obtained.

l. I Experimental Results

5.3.1DigBox
In testing the DigBox [V], a simple simulation of the whole-body BI measuremeflt
was constructed to investigate the effects of the DigBox and increasing electrode
contact for the curtent-injection znd for the voltage-detecting circuits of the BI
monitoring device (CitcMon) by means of normal and reciprocal measurementssl.
Test measurements showed that the DdBox functioned as intended without
generating marked errors in the measurements. However, the CircMon
uoderestimated the impedance almost linearly, with increasing contact impedance
contributing to measurement effor if the impedaflce was substantial in practical
measrtement. This undesired property was investigated in a yet unpublished
study81. Different output and input resistances of the BI device, on the other hand,
allow to distinguish electrode contact-related technical inaccutacies in BI recording
by applying the teciptocal measurements. The manufacturer of the CircMon does
not provide the output impedance of the current circuit, but it was observed to be

only apptoximately 20 k(), which reduced the output cuffent of the CircMon when
additional lead resistances of the DigBox were switched on.

An example of the effects of balancing tesistors n a l2-lead BI measurement is

shown i" M €€. 5), where the impotance of reproducing the simulated sensitivity
distdbution is manifested. Differences in the tesistive pathway (i.e. totd, impedance,
including skin-electrode impedance and tissue impedance) between multiple
electrodes applied in the same terminal act as voltage or cuffent dividers, resulting
in less uniform and inconsistent lead fields. This produces unpredictable variation
in the measurement sensitivity distr{bution, and applies to conventional ICG using
a multiplicity of electrodes for a terminal [I! and especially to the re6fona] 1.2-lead,

configurations developed [V, VI!. Better appteciation of potential error due to
unbalanced electrode contacts in conventional ICG using spot electrodes is deady
called for.

5.3.2 Segmental ICGws

The DigBox was used in investigating impedance signals separately from arms, legs

and the trun\ which togethet produce the ICGrg data [VI]. Combining the
segmentally measwed Zo and AZ from each limb and the trunk was found to
corelate well with the data from normal ICGrg. This suggests that ICGsr data
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approximated a lineat combination of more detailed segmentally measured data.

Imptovements in ICGurr may be achieved by btaking down the composite data
into tegronally measurable components.

Cardrac function altered the time-varying impedance LZ of body segments w"ith
varying intensities, clearly differentiating the proportional contributions to whole-
body Zo and LZ from each segment V!. I" particular, the contrjbuion to LZ
from the trunk was greater than its 10 o/o contnbution to segmentally measured
fhoncicZ,,.

5. 3. 3 1 2 -lead. Conlfigurations

Most of the configuations tested produced *id+ different signals from each

other, indicating the effect of the varied and regional sensitivity distr{butions of the
coriflgurations [VI! The 12-lead BI signals often had additional waveforms and
notches as compared to conventional ICG. Nonetheless the conventionzl dZ /dt
signal beats more tesemblance to some of the recorded 1.2-lead BI signals, since the
fust time dedvative indicates slight changes tn LZ .

Logically, fhe LZ^ measured cottelated with the difference between the basal

impedances of the two-phase model. M^ cotelated positively vdth the increased

sensitivity in the heart, but not with that in the lungs, suggesting that these might be

a minor sortce of systolic impedance deflection. Also, when the sensitivity in the
heart increased, the ventilatory deflections were found to decrease. Generally, the
correlations noted were wea\ but indicated the general capactt:y of the modeling
approach in developing and understanding ptoperties of measurement
configurations applied in ICG.

Measurements which according to the simuladons were most sensitive in the heart
region or fat and skeletal muscle exhibited the widest inter-individual variation in
measured wavefotms. This is teasonable. since the inter-individual variations
measured in the heart region are presumably considetable, and the signals
originating in the skeletal muscle and the fat tissue do not ptoduce coherent inter-
individual vadations. Increased inter-subject correlations were noted with
measurements sensitive in the lungs or in a combined group of tissues of either the
pulmonary or the systemic circulation. This suggests that a summation signal as in
conventional ICG produces less inter-individual varjation. Between volunteers and
catdlac patients the increased differences before the R-peak of ECG corelated with
the proportional sensitivity in the afÅa, and, after the R-peak vdth the sensitivity in
the heart muscle and the left ventr{cle. The smallest inter-gtoup differences wete
detected with lung-sensitive measurements. The observations are logical, lending
support to the validity of the simulations.

Information on the actual modulation of the catdiac-related signal as a function of
ventilation was not examined because of the shott tecotdins time with each
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configuration. It was, however, obsewed that strong influences were present in
some of the configurations, particularly in patients with disturbed hemodynamics,
while some confgurations were practtcally insensitive to bteathing. It was also
beyond the present scope to examine thotoughly the clinical utility of the method
with the limited study population. The problem of the technique reflecting complex
simultaneous variations in the electrical, geometrical and physiological properties of
tissues was not overcome. Flowever, the morphology of some signals bore a

resemblance to pulmonary flow and ventricular volume curves and some had
landmatks which at least in this population revealed the presence of valr,rrlar
disease. S7ith reference to cardiac events, carefi.rlly selected l2-lead BI wavefotms
may reflect the status of the heart and the televant valves, yet this potential has yet
to be explored. Thetefote, a new SV equation utilizing data obtained with several
measrrement configurations was not implemented in this preliminary study
population.

5.4 Future Reseaf,ch

As stated in the Intoduction (Chapter 1), the ultimate aim of this course of ICG
development is a reliable method applicable in combination with L2-lead ECG as a

part of an early-stage routine assessment of the heart. As different ICG
configtrrations which are more selective and sensitive in particular regtions can be
constructed FV, VIq, various hemodynamic parameters would then be available
non-invasively and conveniendy \r/ithin the framework of alteady widely adopted
dinical practice provided that suffi.ciendy wide range of hemodynamic information
is acquired. Reiterating, even a reliable single parameter does not represent the
cardi^c firnction or the state of the cardiovascular system. The answer to the
question whether standard measures like SV can ever be obtained reliably lies in
further studies combining advanced simulations and clinical work. Considering the
innumetable amourit of effot placed in the analysis of ECG, at this stage the
usefulness and potential of l2-lead based ICG remains to be established.

On the theoretical side, extending the two-phase to a multi-phase model one could
simulate d:'e LZ waveform and investigate geometrical and conductivity changes
separately and not only assess the sensitrvity distribution at one time instant.
Comparisons with clinical data would faclhtate the development of models and
provide a guide in selecting valid tissue conductivities. Further research is clearly
needed to determine the precise effects of 1) inter-individual variations, 2) postual
changes and 3) breathing on a) sensitivity distributions and b) measured data.
Futute studies should also take accorult of the effects of slight positional changes of
electtodes.

Simultaneous in-uiuo determination of pressure and flow data rn the cardiovassular
system og gatÅiec patients will ptovide a bettet indication of the clinical relevance
and potential of the unique ICG methods, concefltrating research in the areas of
ptospective dinical applications. BI instrumentation recognizing the proposed
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improvements M, which allow simultaneous multi-electtode impedance and ECG
measurements, could be constructed. To collect a wide range of clinical data also
from patients during invasive measurements, the system should be implemented in
a multi-channel form allowing panllel tecotding of several independent impedance
signals. Extension to multi-channel requires diffetent carÅer ftequencies for each

channel and z sepa.rzte voltage measrrement channel for each electtode. Some EIT
systems have independent soutces and amplif,ets for each electrodels, which might
facllttate multi-channel BI measurements provided that the speed of the system is
adequate. Processing data obtained simultaneously from several channels for self-
nortnaltzaion of measwemeflts could then be considered.
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this series was to investigate and develop ICG measuement
configutations by application of the lead field theory and computet modeling. Fot
the first time, the lead field theory was applied to ICG with realistic volume
conductor models. Publication I presented volume conductor modeling softwate
development, and II computer models devised for detailed analysis of field
distribution.

Sensitivity distributions were simulated and anilyzed for the convendonal and three

modified ICG electrode configr.rrations in publication III. The tesults manifested

rnultiregional measuring sensitivity, indicating that ICG does not measure

exclusively information related to SV. Differences in the measurement propeties
arising with modification of the electrode configuration were also noted.

Publication fV introduced lead freld theotetical analysis for deriving electtode
combinations with desired measurement properties. The configurations studied

included the 1.2-lead ECG and the 10-20 EEG electode systems, which vzete

adopted to produce measurements having maximum selectivity for particulat
regions of interest. Simulations tevealed that such configurations with high regional



Summary and Conclusions

sensitivity exist. To reproduce the simulated measurement sensitivity distrjbutions
in clinical expetiments with a number of electrode configurations, the design of a

novel apparatus allowrng controlled multiple multi-electrode measutements with a

standard BI unit was presented in publication V. It ptoved essential to ensure the
intended sensitivity distributions in clinical measrrements, which in addition had
implications for the imptovement of existing ICG instrumentation. The device was

firrther applied in studying the segmental contrjbution to ICGur data, showing that
ICGgB is a linear composition of data recorded ftom each segment sepatately pll.
Two patent applications for methodological inventions were filed during the
compilation of this thesisTe, 80.

A more detailed inquiry into the possibilities of developrng regional BI
measrrements with the 12-lead electtode system was undertaken in publication VII.
Systematic analysis was made of the large number of sensitivity distributions
simulated with accurate volume coflductor models. Compar{son of simulations with
parameters derived from clinical data corcelated favorably, indicating the potential
of the theotetical method in predicting and developng ICG measrtement
configwations. Moreover, clinical data suggested the likelihood that detetmination
of diffetent parameters 

- 
whether standard ones such as stroke volume or dedved

indices approximating catdia'c function and changes in it 
- 

can be based more
solidly on physiological principles and not only on experimental data, although the
multiregional signal origin remains. Thetefote, in clinical application, a number of
measurement configurations ate needed to establish any kind of reliable
information with indirect BI technique. Application of multiple regional ICG
simultaneously with ECG has a potential in assessing the state of the catdiovasculat
system more efficiendy and accurate\ by combining these measuring technologies,
ECG as electrical and ICG as mechanical, to ptoduce multiple well-def,rned
measurements. ICG could then become a usefirl tool for the determination of
car åiac -related diagno s tic in formation.

In conclusion, this study undedined the importance of a theoretical gtasp of the
sensitivity distribution of BI measurement. The findings demonstrated that the lead
field approach is suitable in ICG, allowing transition from the empirical selection of
a few parameters from empirically measured impedance waveforms to taking firll
advantage of the infotmation embedded in a multiplicity of regional BI
measurements. The conceptual design of the apparatus Presented makes possible
simultaneous regional ICG and ECG measurements without altedng ciinical
routine. In this sense, this work opened up an altemative avenue to develop ICG
with modern computer technology instead of endless dinical investigations with
sfuhdy modified electrode configurations as a means of overcoming the limitations
of convendonal ICG. Efforts towards the implementation of an integrated
ECG/ICG system, possessing a potential for multi-channel regional measrrements,
together with the collection of clinical data would be well warraflted in future
studies.
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